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Arrogant people are very self-conscious 

VS

Confident people don’t care what others 

think of them
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Arrogant people are very insecure 

VS

Confident people are very aware and 

accepting of their short comings and 

weaknesses – no insecurities
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Arrogant people generate self-worth by 

downing others

VS

Confident people gain self-worth from 

their own accomplishments, skills and 

abilities
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Arrogant people view themselves 

as superior 

VS

Confident people believe in 

themselves, their abilities and talents –

they don’t compare themselves to 

anyone
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Arrogant people always know what's 

better for others and nobody can tell 

them anything

VS

Confident people are realistic and aware 

of their potential and abilities – able to 

accept constructive criticism 
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Arrogant people ignore, avoid and work 

hard to cover up their weaknesses

VS

Confident people are constantly 

examining, evaluating, and improving 

their weaknesses
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Arrogant people never admit their 

mistakes or apologize

VS

Confident people aren't afraid to 

recognize their missteps, apologize for 

them and work to improve themselves
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Arrogant people make fun of people and 

point out blunders of others

VS

Confident people support and help others 

correct their slip-ups
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Arrogant people are cocky and difficult to 

reason with

VS

Confident people are open minded, and 

easy going making it easy to 

communicate with them
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Arrogant people always brag 

about their accomplishments

VS

Confident people are humble 

about their accomplishments

(and they accomplish much more!)
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Only an arrogant person would say that 

arrogance is confidence. 

Anyone with confidence knows better. 
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